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Future is an attitude

At Audi, we make cars with a vision of constant
progression. Progress and nothing but progress.
That’s what cars at Audi signify and not just in the
way they're designed or perform, but in the way
we see the world. For Audi, future is an attitude.
Image for representation purpose only.
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The Audi Q5
The Audi Q5 combines sportiness with high
everyday usability. Its new, athletic design
language captivates at first glance, as does its
dynamism on every trip, thanks to quattro
all-wheel drive. A multifaceted character, a highly
versatile interior and high everyday usability are
what make the Audi Q5 a dream to drive.
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Image for representation purpose only.

Performance

Captivating
driving dynamics
The Audi Q5 is impressively dynamic and agile
when it comes to acceleration and handling. It's
2.0L TFSI engine churns out a powerful 249 hp
and 370 Nm of torque that can accelerate the
Audi Q5 from 0 – 100 kmph in 6.3 sec and upto a
top speed of 237 kmph. With the quattro
all-wheel drive, drive forces can be distributed as
needed between the individual wheels of the car.
And with the Audi Drive Select, the driver can
easily adjust the vehicle characteristics between a
variety of modes.
Image for representation purpose only.
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Performance

Power
183 kW/249 hp

Acceleration
6.3 sec (0 to 100 km/h)

Torque
370 Nm

Engine type
2.0 L TFSI
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Image for representation purpose only.

Performance features

Audi Drive Select

quattro all-wheel drive

The Audi Drive Select enables you to adjust

A standard feature of the Audi Q5, the

the vehicle characteristics according to your

fully-variable

driving style. Choose from 6 driving modes,

redirects power to each individual wheel as

including an individual mode for a high

required. The mechanical locking function is

performing ride, a comfortable one, or a

configured

personalized driving experience.

dynamics and distributes the drive torque to

quattro

with

all-wheel

outstanding

Suspension system with
damper control*
The suspension with damper control allows

drive

the adaptive shock absorbers to be adapted
electronically according to different driving
situations. This enables a high level of ride

driving

comfort combined with very good handling
characteristics. Choose between dynamic or

the front and rear axles instantly. The result-

comfort oriented basic damper settings via

outstanding traction, directional stability

Audi Drive Select in various modes.

and a drive unlike any other.
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*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Images used are for representation purposes only.

Exterior

Tailored progression
The first thing you notice when looking at the
Audi Q5 are the bold lines that travel across its
frame and draw eyes to the aesthetic design of
the body. This promotes its aggressive nature and
attitude. Pair that with the lower air inlets,
octagonal front grille and tapered wheel arch
trim for a true expression of its performance
capabilities.
Image for representation purpose only.
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Exterior features

Singleframe grille with
vertical struts

LED headlights
Low on energy consumption and high on

R19 5-double spoke
star style wheels*

The Audi Singleframe grille with vertical

illumination, the LED headlights, which come

New 48.26 cm (R19) Wheels Travel along

struts lends your Audi Q5 a refined, yet

as a standard feature, shine a bright path for

new roads in style with the 5-double spoke

sporty look on the exterior.

your Audi Q5. And not just that, but these

Star Style with S-design.

headlights also have a long service life, high
visibility for other road users, and reduce
reflected

glare

during

poor

visibility

conditions.
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*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Images used are for representation purposes only.

Panoramic glass sunroof

LED rear lights

Bright light and comfortable ventilation. Get an uninterrupted view of the

For easy visibility, the lights in the rear have been studded with LED lights for

sky with the two-part glass panoramic sunroof.

the indicators, brake lights and lamps.
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*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Images used are for representation purposes only.

Interior

Luxurious, inside-out
Cool, comfortable interiors, warm glowing lights
set to your favourite hue and your playlist playing
through the Bang & Olufsen Premium Sound
System - the interiors of the Audi Q5 are
dazzlingly innovative. Bringing together the best
of comfort with the best of technology, they leave
nothing to be desired.
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Image for representation purpose only.

Interior features

Leather/Leatherette upholstery
The interiors of the Audi Q5 are adorned with

Power front seats with
driver memory*

Contour ambient lighting with
30 colours

plush, leather & leatherette combination

The electrically adjustable power front seats

Select the best hue to light up your interiors

upholstery that make for a pleasant ride.

are completely flexible and well suited for

with the contour ambient lighting system.

the

of

Choose from upto 30 colour options that

customizations can be made based on

draw attention to the interior design in the

height, fore/aft position and seat & backrest

best way.

driver's

needs.

A

wide

range

inclination. On the driver's side, the seat
comes with a memory function - 2 presets for
the electrically adjustable front seats and
exterior mirrors. The settings can be stored
and activated via the memory button in the
door trim.
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*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Images used are for representation purposes only.

Decorative inlays in
Audi exclusive piano black*

8 Airbags

3-Zone air conditioner

When it comes to safety, the Audi Q5 goes all

The electronically controlled 3-zone deluxe

Black is the colour of elegance. And that's

out and makes no compromises. Which is

automatic air conditioning makes it possible

exactly what you get when you choose the

why it comes equipped with 8 airbags to

to regulate the climate control individually

decorative inlays in the Audi exclusive piano

protect you from harm at all costs. Side

on the driver and front passenger sides as

black color for your Audi Q5.

airbags

well as in the rear compartment. The

in

the

rear

provide

additional

protection for occupants in the rear.

required temperature and air distribution can
be controlled separately for each of the three
areas via controls in the centre console and
the rear.
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*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Images used are for representation purposes only.

Infotainment
and technology

Innovation
goes sensory
As inviting and luxurious the interiors of the Audi
Q5 are, what they do not compromise on is
connectivity.

Driver-centric,

intuitive,

and

ergonomically designed controls on the Audi Q5
keep all of your infotainment and connected
services easily accessible and connect your world
inside to the world outside.
Image for representation purpose only.
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Infotainment features

Audi Virtual Cockpit Plus*

MMI navigation plus with MMI touch*

Innovative, adaptive and intuitive - Audi Virtual Cockpit Plus is an innovative,

With a high-resolution 25.65 cm colour display, the MMI touch response

fully digital instrument cluster that flexibly displays relevant information on

system is an intuitive touch-based system that provides haptic feedback and

demand. The 31.24 cm display offers full HD quality. In addition to the

a host of functions, ranging from navigation on a 3D Map to other control

“classic” design for the instrument display, you can choose the “dynamic”

functions. Use the touch display, voice control with natural language

and “sport” display options. The display can be tailored to the driver’s

interaction or improved character recognition to deliver responses within a

requirements to show speed, engine speed, maps, radio and media

few short seconds.

information and plenty more.
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*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Images used are for representation purposes only.

Bang & Olufsen 3D Premium Sound System*

Audi phone box with wireless charging*

Groove to your favourite tunes in your car with the Bang & Olufsen 3D

Make and receive calls while on the move with outstanding signal quality

Premium Sound System. The sound's reproduced through 19 speakers,

thanks to coupling with the vehicle’s exterior aerial. The Audi phone box also

a centre speaker and subwoofer, with a 16-channel amplifier that has a total

has excellent voice quality, thanks to LTE support. Add to that wireless

output of 755 watts. The 3D sound feature delivers impressive

charging of compatible smartphones and you're never out of touch, even

three-dimensional sound reproduction for the front seats, produced by

when on the road.

additional loudspeakers in the front and mid and by Fraunhofer’s Symphoria
technology.
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*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Images used are for representation purposes only.

Technology features

Comfort key for keyless entry*

Sensor controlled
boot-lid operation*

Park assist with parking aid plus*

Wireless communication lets you lock and
unlock your vehicle at all doors and the

A foot gesture (kicking motion) can unlock

with parking aid plus makes parking a simple

luggage compartment lid. You simply need

and lock the luggage compartment lid,

task by detecting suitable spaces. Through

to carry the convenience key with you. And

electrically opening and closing.

precise calculations and manoeuvres, the

The precise and perceptive park assist system

once you’re seated in the vehicle, it also lets

system guides you through the process while

you start the engine.

entering or exiting parking. All you need to
do is follow the instructions and you're
parked in no time.
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*All features marked (*) are only available in the Technology Variant. Images used are for representation purposes only.

Exterior

Navarra Blue
Metallic

Ibis White
Solid

Floret Silver
Metallic

Mythos Black
Metallic

Manhattan Gray
Metallic

Color options
Pick the ideal shade for your Audi Q5 from these
exciting colors.
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Interior

Atlas Beige

Okapi Brown

Color options
Select the best shade for the interiors according
to your sensibilities.
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Technical Details
Displacement (cc)
1984
Power(hp)
249 @5,000-6,000
Torque (Nm)
370 @1,600-4,300
Acceleration 0-100 kmph (sec)
6.3
Top Speed (kmph)
237
Drive Type
quattro all-wheel drive
Dimensions LxWxH (mm)
4682x1893x1655
Wheelbase (mm)
2819
Fuel Economy (km/L)*
13.47
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*Certified by Test Agency under Rule 115 of CMVR 1989. Images used are for representation purposes only.
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Model, accessories and vehicle configuration are shown for representation purpose and may vary from vehicles
supplied in Indian Market. Dark shade on the Glass is due to lighting effect.

